
Pfizer fraud or not? (Sites 1231 and 4444) (16 minutes)

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In November 2021, Brook Jackson, a whistleblower who worked on P<zer's Phase 3 COVID jab trial

in the fall of 2020, warned she'd seen evidence of fraud in the trial.

Data were falsi<ed, patients were unblinded, the company hired poorly trained people to administer

the injections, and follow-up on reported side effects lagged way behind. The revelation was

published in The British Medical Journal. In his November 2, 2021, report, investigative journalist

Paul Thacker wrote:

"Revelations of poor practices at a contract research company helping to carry out P7zer's

pivotal COVID-19 vaccine trial raise questions about data integrity and regulatory

oversight ...

[F]or researchers who were testing P7zer's vaccine at several sites in Texas during that

autumn, speed may have come at the cost of data integrity and patient safety ... Staff who

conducted quality control checks were overwhelmed by the volume of problems they were

7nding."

Jackson, a former regional director of Ventavia Research Group, a research organization charged

with testing P<zer's COVID jab at several sites in Texas, repeatedly "informed her superiors of poor

laboratory management, patient safety concerns and data integrity issues," Thacker wrote.

When her concerns were ignored, she <nally called the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and <led

a complaint via email. Jackson was <red later that day after just two weeks on the job. According to

her separation letter, management decided she was "not a good <t" for the company after all.

She provided The BMJ with "dozens of internal company documents, photos, audio recordings and

emails" proving her concerns were valid, and according to Jackson, this was the <rst time she'd

ever been <red in her 20-year career as a clinical research coordinator.

BMJ Report Censored

Disturbingly, social media actually censored this BMJ article and published pure falsehoods in an

effort to "debunk" it. Mind you, the BMJ is one of the oldest and most respected peer-reviewed

medical journals in the world! The Facebook "fact check" was done by Lead Stories, a Facebook

contractor, which claimed the BMJ "did NOT reveal disqualifying and ignored reports of [aws in

P<zer's" trials.

In response, The BMJ slammed the fact check, calling it "inaccurate, incompetent and

irresponsible."  In an open letter  addressed to Facebook's Mark Zuckerberg, The BMJ urged

Zuckerberg to "act swiftly" to correct the erroneous fact check, review the processes that allowed it

to occur in the <rst place, and "generally to reconsider your investment in and approach to fact

checking overall." As noted by The BMJ in its letter, the Lead Stories' fact check:

Inaccurately referred to The BMJ as a "news blog"

Failed to specify any assertions of fact that The BMJ article got wrong

Published the fact check on the Lead Stories' website under a URL that contains the phrase

"hoax-alert"

P:zer Trial Data Raises Suspicions of Fraud

Now, with the release of P<zer trial data  — which they tried to withhold for 75 years — internet

sleuths are <nding additional problems suggestive of fraud and data manipulation. May 9, 2022, a

Twitter user named Jikkyleaks posted a series of tweets questioning data from P<zer trial sites

1231 and 4444.

Trial site 1231, located in Argentina, somehow managed to recruit 10% of the total trial participants,

4,501 in all, and they did so in just three weeks, and without a contract research organization (CRO).

CROs like the Ventavia Research Group, which Jackson worked for, provide clinical trial

management services. The lead investigator for trial site 1231 is Dr. Fernando Polack,  who also

happens to be:

A consultant for the U.S. Food and Drug Administration's Vaccines and Related Biological

Products Advisory Committee (RBPAC) since 2017

A current adjunct professor at Vanderbilt University in Tennessee

An investigator for Fundación Infant,  which is funded by the Bill & Melinda Gates foundation

The <rst author of P<zer's paper,  "Safety and Ehcacy of the BNT162b2 mRNA COVID-19

Vaccine," published at the end of December 2021

As noted by Jikkyleaks, Polack "is literally the busiest doctor on the planet," because in addition to

all those roles, he also managed to single-handedly enroll 4,500 patients in three weeks, which

entails <lling out some 250 pages of case report forms (CRFs) for each patient. That's about

1,125,000 pages total. (CRFs are documents used in clinical research to record standardized data

from each patient, including adverse events.)

This recruitment also took place seven days a week, which is another red [ag. "Weekend

recruitment for a clinical trial would be odd. Staff are needed to <ll out that many record forms

(CRFs) and there are potential risks to the trial, so you need medical staff. It would be highly

unusual," Jikkyleaks notes.

Is Polack just a super-humanly ehcient trial investigator, or could this be evidence of fraud? As

noted by Steve Kirsch in the featured video and an accompanying Substack article,  Polack is the

coordinator for a network of 26 hospitals in Argentina, so perhaps it's possible he could have

recruited 57 patients per week per hospital, but it seems highly unlikely.

Questions Surround Site 4444 Data

Now, "site 4444" does not exist. It's actually the same as site 1231. It appears site 1231 held a

second enrollment session, and these were for some reason given the designation of 4444. The

4444 trial site data raise another red [ag.

Site 4444 (the second enrollment session for site 1231) supposedly enrolled 1,275 patients in a

single week, from September 22 through 27, 2020, and the suspicious thing about that — aside

from the speed — is the fact that this was the last week that recruitment could take place to meet

the data cutoff for the FDA meeting in December 2020. Jikkyleads writes:

"My guess: they needed enough numbers of 'positive PCR tests' in the placebo group to

show a difference between groups for that VRBPAC meeting on the 10th Dec, and they

didn't have them. So, site 4444 appeared and gave them their 'perfect' result. Bravo."

cumulative incidence

Kirsch notes:

"Was there fraud in the P7zer trial? Without a doubt. The story of Maddie de Garay is a clear

case of that. Brook Jackson has evidence of fraud; she has 17 lawyers working for her. If

there wasn't fraud, these lawyers wouldn't be wasting their time.

This new data on Site 1231/4444 looks suspicious to me. It looks too good to be true. But

we can't make the call without more information. Undoubtedly, the mainstream media will

not look into this, P7zer will remain silent, and Polack will be unreachable for comment.

The lack of transparency should be troubling to everyone. That is the one thing we can say

for sure."

P:zer Documents Reveal COVID Jab Dangers

Among the tens of thousands of P<zer documents released by the FDA so far, we now also have

clear evidence of harm. For nurse educator John Campbell, featured in the video above, these

documents appear to have served as a "red pill,"  waking him up to the possibility that the jabs may

indeed be far more dangerous than anyone expected, including himself.

In the video, Campbell reviews the documents listed as "5.3.6. Postmarketing Experience," which

were originally marked "con<dential." They reveal that, cumulatively, through February 28, 2021,

P<zer received 42,086 adverse event reports, including 1,223 deaths.

To have 1,223 fatalities and 42,086 reports of injury in the <rst three months is a signi<cant safety

signal, especially when you consider that the 1976 swine [u vaccine was pulled after only 25

deaths.

As noted by Campbell, "It would have been good to know about this at the time, wouldn't it?"

referring to the rollout of the jabs. Campbell has been fairly consistent in his support of the "safe

and effective" vaccine narrative, but "This has just destroyed trust in authority," he said.

158,000 Recorded Side Effects — A World Record?

The <rst really large tranche of more than 10,000 P<zer documents was released March 1, 2022.

(You can <nd them all on PHMPT.org. ) In this batch were no less than nine single-space pages of

"adverse events of special interest," listed in alphabetical order  — 158,000 in all!

“ The first side effect on this shockingly
exhaustive list is a rare condition known as 1p36
deletion syndrome, which results in severe
intellectual disability, seizures, vision problems,
hearing loss, breathing problems, brain anomalies,
congenital heart defects, cardiomyopathy, renal
anomalies, genital malformation, metabolic
problems and more.”

To see the <rst page, click the link below. The <rst side effect on this shockingly exhaustive list is a

rare condition known as 1p36 deletion syndrome. This condition, caused by the deletion of DNA in

chromosome 1p36, results in developmental delays, severe intellectual disability, seizures, vision

problems, hearing loss, breathing problems, brain anomalies, congenital heart defects,

cardiomyopathy, renal anomalies, genital malformation, metabolic problems and more.

Life expectancy depends on the amount of DNA that has been deleted. This, at bare minimum,

sounds like something a pregnant woman might want to know before she gets the shot.

CRF Anomalies Raise Questions of Fraud

After reviewing some of the released CRFs in the March 1 tranche, investigative journalist Sonia

Elijah also discovered several problems, including the following:

Patients entered into the "healthy population" group who were far from healthy — For example,

one such "healthy" participant was a Type 2 diabetic with angina, a cardiac stent and a history of

heart attack.

Serious adverse event (SAE) numbers were left blank — Ventavia site No. 1085 has a

particularly large number of missing SAE numbers.

Missing barcodes for samples collected — Without those barcodes, you can't match the sample

to the participant.

Suspicious-looking SAE start and end dates — For example, the so-called "healthy" diabetic

suffered a "serious" heart attack October 27, 2020. The "end" date is listed as October 28, the

next day, which is odd because it was recorded as serious enough to require hospitalization.

Also, on that same day, October 28, the patient was diagnosed with pneumonia, so likely

remained hospitalized. "This anomaly raises doubt as to the accuracy of these recorded dates,

potentially violating ALOCA-C clinical site documentation guidelines for clinical trials," Elijah

writes.

Unblinded teams were responsible for reviewing adverse event reports for signs of COVID

cases, and to review severe COVID cases — Yet in some cases they appear to have dismissed

the possibility of an event being COVID-related, such as pneumonia. This despite the fact that

P<zer's protocol (section 8.2.4) lists "enhanced COVID-19" (i.e., antibody dependent

enhancement) as a potential side effect to be on the lookout for. As noted by Elijah:

"Inadvertently, this could have led to bias, as the unblinded teams would have been

aware which participants were assigned the placebo and those who received the

vaccine. They might have been under pressure by the sponsor for the trial to go a

certain way and for events like 'COVID Pneumonia' to be classi7ed simply as

pneumonia."

Impossible dating — The diabetic who suffered a heart attack followed by pneumonia (which

may have been unacknowledged COVID pneumonia) died, and the date of death is listed as the

day before the patient supposedly went for a "COVID ill" visit.

Clearly, it's impossible for a dead person to attend a medical visit, so something is wrong here.

The clinical investigator note states: "There cannot be a date later than date of death. Please

remove data from the COVID illness visit and add cough and shortness of breath as AEs

(adverse events)." "What kind of pressure was being exerted here?" Elijah asks.

Second dose administered outside the three-week protocol window.

Observation period appears to have been an automatic entry — According to the protocol, each

participant was to be observed by staff for a minimum of 30 minutes.

A majority of the CRFs state 30 minutes, which raises the question: Were participants observed

for adequate amounts of time, or did they simply put down "30 minutes" as an automatic entry?

Why is there so little variety in the observation times? If participants were not adequately

observed, their safety was put at risk, which was one of Jackson's concerns.

Adverse events listed as "not serious" despite extended hospital stay — In one case, the

participant fell and suffered facial lacerations the day after the second dose and was

hospitalized for 26 days, yet the fall was not reported as serious.

Other anomalies in this particular case include listing the fall as being caused by a "fall"

unrelated to the study treatment, and the facial laceration being the result of "hypotension" (low

blood pressure). The SAE number is also missing for the facial lacerations.

Elijah writes, "Doubts can be raised over the credibility of this information given the fall and

facial lacerations were intrinsically related. So, if facial lacerations were due to 'hypotension'

then the fall should be due to that too." Might low blood pressure be an effect of the

experimental shot? Possibly. Especially when you consider the patient fell the day after being

given the second dose.

Even more suspicious: the causality for the fall was recorded as "related" (to the treatment) on

the serious adverse event form, but listed as "not related" on the adverse event CRF. A note

states, "Please con<rm correct causality."

Dismissing brand new health problems as unrelated to the treatment — For example, in one

case, a female participant with no medical history of impaired kidney function was diagnosed

with kidney stones and severe hypokalemia, requiring hospitalization, one month after her

second dose. Yet despite her having no history of kidney problems, both events were dismissed

as "not related" to the study treatment and no further investigation was done.

In closing, Elijah wrote:

"All the evidence gleaned over a limited time appears to back up whistleblower Jackson's

claims of poor trial site data management and raises questions as to how Ventavia

conducted the P7zer clinical trials.

The errors and anomalies in the CRFs also allude to her claims that the clinical research
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associates were not trained adequately, with many having had no prior clinical experience

history. If such egregious 7ndings are true at these sites, could they manifest at other trial

sites around North America and beyond?"

Can You Trust P:zer?

P<zer, which was quickly given emergency use authorization (EUA) for its COVID-19 mRNA gene

therapy shot, has a long list of criminal verdicts against it:

In 2002, P<zer and two subsidiaries paid $49 million to settle civil claims that it had failed to

report best prices for its drug Lipitor, as is required under the Medicaid Drug Rebate Statute.

In 2004, a P<zer subsidiary Warner-Lambert pleaded guilty and paid more than $430 million to

settle criminal charges and civil liability from fraudulent marketing practices.

In 2007, another subsidiary was found guilty of paying out kickbacks for formulary placement of

its drugs and had to pay a <ne of $34 million.

Two years later, in 2009, P<zer was found guilty of health care fraud and ordered to pay the

largest penalty ever for this kind of offense.  When announcing the record penalty of $2.3

billion against the drug giant, the U.S. Department of Justice said one of the charges was a

felony. The other charges stemmed from false actions and false claims submitted to federal

health care programs.

In 2010, the company was again ordered to pay $142 million in damages for fraudulent

marketing and promoting the drug Neurontin for unapproved uses.

Less than 10 years later, in 2018, P<zer was again caught in an illegal kickback scheme and

agreed to pay $23.8 million to resolve claims that it used a foundation as a conduit to pay the

copays of Medicare patients taking three of its drugs.

As noted in the journal Healthcare Policy in 2010,  "P<zer has been a 'habitual offender,'

persistently engaging in illegal and corrupt marketing practices, bribing physicians and suppressing

adverse trial results." The article also highlights the crimes of Johnson & Johnson, another COVID

jab maker.

Despite its tarnished history, we're now expected to trust that everything P<zer does is above-

board. I don't think so. A company that continues getting caught committing the same crimes over

and over again clearly has a deeply established ethical rot within its corporate structure that <nes

simply have no effect over.

Has P<zer committed fraud in its COVID jab trials as well? It sure looks that way. Time will tell

whether attorneys will have enough for a conviction in the future. If fraud did take place, P<zer can

(and likely will) be held liable for the more than one million injuries its injection has caused in the

U.S. alone, and we all look forward to that reckoning.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,292 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm told my "vaccine hesitancy," actually it's not a vaccine and my resistance is against genocide, is foolish. I point out that we don't

know long-term results, but they will tell us about it in seventy-<ve years. I decided I will reconsider getting a so-called vaccine -- just

get back to me on that in seventy-<ve years. ;) RonaldHLevine4548@yahoo.com
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's not foolish at all. The parasite class have been up to no good for centuries, by proxy of causing medical staff to injecting

toxic drugs called "vaccines". There is no de<nitive scienti<c proof that ANY "vaccine" provides immunity from alleged

"contagion", and clear proof that at least some contained adjuvants are toxic, by stupid design. If someone was not informed of

these facts before injection, they cannot have given fully informed consent to accept it, thus assault was committed! The

injector could still have committed assault if the consequences were unlawful, regardless of consent.
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM
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Keythong, I know. I'm just turning their own words on them and illustrating their own hesitancy to tell us the truth and obviously

there are no long-term results. As for my regard for our Creator's design for my body, He did an amazing job! I have not had a

cold nor [u in well over three decades. I'm highly resistant to injury and when something happens that would likely kill anyone

else, I heal overnight. Of course, I do my job of living healthily.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I simply said, I'll get back to you in 2023 when the trials are over. Good Lord! The urgency for me to get it right then was nothing

short of bullying and gas lighting! My respect for many is completely gone! Unfortunately, also many under my own roof as I'm

the only one who stood <rm. And when THEY GOT COVID and GAVE ME COVID, everyone watched to make sure they came out

ahead because that's what the shot promised. Sorry to disappoint. Mine ended days sooner - but whatever. Getcha booster ..

maybe you'll win next time. UGH!
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Vaccine hesitancy is an accusation, not an ahrmation. No-one claims to be "hesitant" about vaccines. It's a manipulative,

propaganda term.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When I am questioned about my "vaccine hesitancy", I turn their question around and ask how they believe I have lived illness

free for over two years, and not in a hermetically sealed bubble, without it. How do they account for that? Am I special, a miracle

or even an alien?
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@Ronald Yeah that word 'hesitancy', as if we're going to do it later!
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gallows humour is <ne but what part of the 7.5 billion [95%] reduction of population agenda seems complicated at this point?

Rotating on your thumb focusing mostly on just one facet/method of the cull at this point may not be in your best interests. As

always there is great health information here I don't post links anymore as I can see that few to none are waking up to the big

picture and maybe this Mercola site doesn't have the mandate/permission to cover the big "why now" of it. Ice Age famine and

cold and war and lockdowns and blackouts are coming to an Electroverse near you...

Shanghai and all of China, like Wuhan and Europe/Russia/Ukraine, are the obvious predictive warnings again... only 20% of the

population is aware of what is happening... you can't vote or litigate or investigate P<zer out of what is coming... buy real food,

fuel, tools etc. while you still can.... and avoid ALL of the medical angels of death. Things are about to become more obvious

suddenly and abruptly right quick. It's a cycle, eugenics and natural selection works... and it's OK. It's a cycle... and it's OK. Good

luck.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The doctor my mother worked for once told me he would not prescribe anything not on market for 10 years. Only then do you

know what it can do for you and to you. Pretty sound advice I thought, still do. Plus considering they pressure drs to prescribe

their pills, etc. with expensive bribes and intimidation. My current dr said I HAVE TO ASK IF YOU WANT THE VACCINE SAYS TO

ME SHE IS UNDER PRESSURE TO PUSH IT.
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Robert from Alberta, Your comments are refreshing! As population thins greatly, I will be around and expect to see you doing

well among the survivors who are not slaves. In these days of people taking offense at the slightest slight yet ignoring the real

threats, I take offense to an agenda of Luciferian global governance and their intended genocides. I am prepared to prevail.

These times will be looked upon by the survivors as the good times when preparedness was still possible. After that, it is

reaction as limited by the degree of preparedness or lack of same.
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Havanasilks
Joined On 1/30/2009 11:21:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@Lovetosing6, Similar thing happened to me. 21 days after my beloved Mother (who survived Covid ) got her second jab, she

passed from a heart attack. A week later, my MIL who was also about 21 days from her 2nd jab and ALSO survived Covid with

very mild symptoms, died of a stroke. So my hesitancy was a given. However, the rest of my entire family raced out as soon as

they could and got the jabs . My brother, after two jabs, got a horrible case of Covid , and a couple weeks after he felt better, he

ran out and got "boosted". My other half got both jabs and boosted as did all his adult children and a 7 year old granddaughter.

They ALL got Covid. I was around them and cared for my other half while he got through it. They were all checking on me, sure

that my non-jabbed status would result my end. Yet, through it all, through being in the same space physically as 7 different

people suffered through Covid, I never got even a snixe. I never got sick, I cared for my sick family and felt <ne the entire time,

but according to the new logic, I am currently the biggest threat to the jabbed and some family members act like I'm a vampire

and run out of the room when I enter. I just don't get it......
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Hiring poorly-trained people to administer injections is in itself scary.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Getcha covid shot in the street outside this here arena and you can go to the concert for free!!  We'll even throw in a candy bar.

UGH. Since when did we start giving vaccinations roadside? Or in giant vacant buildings. It's all so bizarre to me!
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When I was in Peru, there were reports of police stopping busses to check for vaccine passports. No passport? - "step outside

for a minut please. -- there - now you are allowed on the bus."
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lovestosing... Considering the life-threating adverse threats possible, I always wondered who would want to take the risk of

dying on a pharmacy [oor waiting 3-5 minutes for an ambulance to arrive. But, then, people do lots of strange things in strange

places.
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Fauci Signed Deal With China Agreeing To Destroy Research Files

principia-scienti<c.com/fauci-signed-deal-with-china-agreeing-to-dest..  Previously, Dr. Lawrence Sellin reported that Dr. Fauci helped

train Chinese researchers in Galveston. These same researchers were related to the origins of the China coronavirus. Fauci’s NIAID

Funded an American Institute that Helped Train Chinese Researchers from Wuhan. Sellin took it a step further when he uncovered that

Chinese military personnel were being trained in US universities and institutions like the Galveston National Laboratory funded by

Fauci's NIAID.

To this day, no one is challenging it. The Galveston lab entered into a memorandum of understanding with the Wuhan Institute of

Virology, granting the Chinese lab the right to make its American counterpart “destroy and/or return the secret <les, materials and

equipment without any backups.” So why they have secret <les with Chinese military? Why the U.S. Government is silent about it?.

Natalie Winters at the National Pulse reports that she’s uncovered a memo between Fauci and the Wuhan Institute of Virology agreeing

that records could be destroyed if necessary. * * * My conclusion: What the evil dr Fauci did is high treason by giving Chinese military a

bio-weapon. And hiding it shows he is guilty. But the US congress and Biden Government let him get away with it. That is very strange

lack of action if you consider that the virus killed 6 million people worldwide.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

we can win this <ght and put an end to the destruction they have in[icted,. Consider, they are CORPORATIONS, and we

are...WHAT, living human beings! ALIVE, not 'dead' <ctions like themselves!!! Consider.... I AM NOT THE NAME... research

PLEASE... www.bitchute.com/.../JrOyQHlDu5LM
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Leahoz, this is the third time in the past 2 weeks you have posted a bitchute link that does not work. Other bloggers have tried

to tell ya this. No idea what you are trying to contribute.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree with RrealRose. but I had this problem in the past, so my solution to Leahoz, if it just a mistake, or caused by an error,

then please try this: give us the link again, but without www. in front, so the link is not cut sort (broken up) by the Dr Mercola

site, then we can add www. ourselves.
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is indeed a nest of vipers running our medical systems. secularheretic.substack.com/p/the-criminals-and-their-crimes?s=w
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'd like to <nd the little creep who invents drug names for every moneymaker coming out of the pharma pipeline. After the list of

horrible side effects come this unpronounceable jumble of letters and ask your doctor if IXBINJX is right for you. My mind wants to

pronounce and anagram dozens of new fake words..I know Wall Streeters drool over new rollouts for diseases that could otherwise be

cured simply/naturally..and don't media outlets love em.....The evolution of the snake oil salesman seems unstoppable, and even

though if one knows pharma is mostly a fraud, he can't <nd an alternative because they have been purposefully hidden and dismissed

by the FDA/AMA, brain-trained MDs and the average Joe on the street. And WOW, these pills are so expensive, they must work? Luckily

insurance covers it...Famous last words.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you are wondering how far they will go to protect their dirty secrets and needless killing;

 www.lewrockwell.com/2022/05/no_author/empire-of-bioweapon-lies/
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's crazy, right? And they don't want to know unless money is involved. Right?  Jeesh!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, who indeed! You may also want to read this one that Lew Rockwell linked on May 16 - "P<zer appears to have committed

fraud, and if it can be proven in court then the company will be liable for ALL injuries and deaths caused by its covid vaccines" -

- - www.naturalnews.com/2022-05-13-p<zer-fraud-liable-injuries-deaths-cov..  - IMO, it appears we may be approaching some

variety of a tipping point, where the general public may be inclined to turn off the tv news sponsored by Big Pharma and start

refusing their offerings. Hope so anyway, its been a long, 2-year slog, watching these major drug corporations and Health and

Human Services Agencies dancing on human beings. Add in the politicians pushing this agenda, all Liars and thieves.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I do think insurance companies are in on this, after all, they want big pro<ts too!!
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The most troubling thing is how small I feel in relation to how massive this experiment on human life is. I keep asking why... I know WE

know why... but if you take someone who whole heartedly believes in the government/world doing their best to get everyone these

shots to keep everyone alive from a pandemic that supposedly burned like <re through the world killing the elderly at <rst ... and then

what? Mutating to kill younger people? And now all the problems to follow that aren't EVEN BEING LOOKED INTO? And where is the

world court in this? Why aren't they shutting down P<zer immediately for their crimes against humanity and fraudulent data? It will be

<led away where all the childhood vaccination data has been <led away - a 103 degree room where Fauci will allow two people in with

only a pencil and a notepad.

HOW THE HELL IS THIS ALLOWED BY THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA? They couldn't get Trump out fast enough, could they? For all

his [aws, the man was so extremely close to the truths the public with vaccine injured human beings wanted. That would have been a

huge collapse in trust for a medical industry based on greed and keeping people sick because they don't know better, or don't want to

know better (and I've heard this before - "we don't what to know what you're doing, just keep doing it" - said to a friend in chemo with a

tumor that wouldn't go down until he started taking an old Indian Tea).

Take that down and then Monsanto is next with food devoid of nutrition and literally toxic. It's disturbing to me when people can't see

through the smoke to <nd the <re. Find the <re! Always <nd the <re. These days, if it sounds too bizarre to be true, it probably is. I have

to take the time to wrap my brain around it. The curse of being an overthinker. Another curse is that once I've <gured it out, it won't

release. So for anyone on here who's an overthinker, cheers. I know we don't stand alone.
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healthylongevity
Joined On 10/30/2012 2:08:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

lovestosing6, a fellow overthinker here . I wouldn’t call it overthinking in this case, though. Critical thinking seems to be a better

term. And you are right, there’s many of us.
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Marago
Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

lovestosing6, I completely understand your commentary. The reality I’ve had to come to grips with is the evil that exists in our

world. It is hard to imagine the nefarious agenda of many, many, many individuals in our world, and it runs so counter to who I

am. I used to say, “It’s all about the money” which is partly true. I have come to realize however that there are simply fallen,

demented people in our world who want to change humanity. The more research I have done, the more I have come to

understand the depth of the evil that God talks about in his Word.

Yes, we can all “read” about this, but as we graduate to a new understanding and realize what’s in the playbook of so many

evildoers, we have a new love, at least I do, for God, His love for us, His eternal plan for us, and a new level of angst against

those who want to destroy our created life as we know it. I get up every morning thanking God for a new day. One I will not live

out again, a day where “His mercies are new every morning”. I stand <rm in my faith; I am kind, but stand <rm in the truth, and

“call it out to people” more boldly than I have ever done in the past, both family, friends and strangers too.

My husband — biology and zoology, and computer science knew from the very beginning what was true and not true about C19.

Caused many late nights going down rabbit trails for truth! Our prayers, “May truth be revealed”. Well, fast forward to the

present day, and more and more truth is being revealed, and more and more people are standing together in this truth, My prayer

now, “May truth be received.” May God abundantly bless you in this day, and give you a new song to sing!
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM
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Why did Trump sign Operation Warp Speed?
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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healthy - I'm glad to know we're not alone - and critically thinking, over thinking - whatever it is - it's hard to let go when you've

examined every trail this is to go down, isn't it? As for Operation Warp - so I heard and cannot con<rm that the recipe changed

and those initial shots were not the same. I don't know enough about it, it was a pharma scientist and they were very tight lipped

(his wife/a nurse) about saying anymore, so I was left with that going around my brain.  I thought Trump did it because people

were demanding it. I THOUGHT he did it out of hope, but also he seemed to make a few other things clear at the same time. And

at that time, it was our option whether to take it or not. So really honestly, I don't know. But when half the nation is screaming for

something, you try and deliver??? At the same time trying to convey - this might not be the best idea?????
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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I truly believe those sheep being led to the slaughter do not want to know the truth. They would have to face the fact that those

they have trusted all these years were lying to them, really wanted to kill them. They prefer to go about their day, eating out,

doing lunches, having fun. They never grew up.  adulthood is to much work, thinking.
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philzy413
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Hey Lovestosing:What happened to Gillermo?Hope they didn't put him in the disinfo gulag.
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sno1526
Joined On 10/27/2013 4:28:20 PM
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My mom had 3 Phizer shots. . First one- I noticed a heightened mood- energy which she admitted. She was almost manic. Second

Phizer- she claimed it was a bit rough. She had severe headache, and nausea. Following this- I noticed her voice changed. The tone

was higher pitched. She also seemed very very talkative (for her). She also had intense pain in her right upper arm. This was

something she talked about the most. Months later, it was becoming clear of a more cognitive impairment. When talking, she works

ask my dad simple things- like what she had for dinner, or what did she do that day. Her ability to transfer information I asked her to tell

him were often not the right words nor the same meaning.

She had the booster November. Shoulder pain even more heightened. Cognitive issues increased. The same examples as before- but

now worse. Sometimes she was silent when I asked her questions. She could not come up with organic information. Her voice was

high- not exactly as bad as when people used to suck in helium- but you get the picture. She sometimes now did not know it was me

she was talking to- she wouldn’t remember we talked- but oddly- weeks later- she’d remember the topic- such as - “ are you still having

car trouble” which would be what we talked about. But she couldn’t relay what I would say to my dad.

In January, 2022, she had an episode in the bathroom where she locked herself in and seemed afraid of people trying to get into the

room. She was moving paper around from on place to another and thought she saw white papers on the front lawn. February 2022, she

had 6 grand mal seizures. She’s been in and out of the hospital 5 times since then. Test neg for Covid antibodies and T cells, neg for

Alzheimer’s markers, no stroke, no bleeding. She could not speak. Then she started speaking quickly but scrambled. Disoriented to

say/time- but inconsistently. She’s aphasic and knows a problem exists. Loss of exec functions. This is what Phizer looks like!
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pmg1415
Joined On 3/19/2015 6:52:43 AM
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So sorry about your mother. Since my 87 year old mother got the <rst two Moderna shots we have had several occasions where

I feel like we were trapped in the Laurel and Hardy skit "Who's on First?". My sister, who is a Pharmacy Assistant told me that a

lot of older people are concerned about "mental fog". This problem came on right after the second shot. She does not have

dementia and she has a better memory than I do. I too (referring to another post) am frightened of all of this because they

persist with trying to convince us we need boosters- Bill Gates (just this past Sunday) "every six months" and now Fauci, again-

very dangerous for those over 50 to not be boosted.

I even have a friend who is "mad" that her doctor told her not to get the booster! She has been to the doctor and hospital with a

variety of complaints since getting the original shots (of course, she sees no correlation) and has just been diagnosed with fatty

liver disease. She has, since I have known her, eaten mostly salads and vegetables and a few times a week, chicken.

She walks every day. The work we do is strenuous and I depend on her to help me lift, carry, and lug. I see her deteriorating in

that capacity and I am concerned. She is 65 and is not so much as one pound overweight and she has never had a drinking

problem or a problem with drugs. Why is that at one point in very recent history whistleblowers were revered as being just and

honest heroes and for this "vaccine" they are shoved under the rug and discredited? And how convenient that, for older people

especially, every malady and death can be explained away.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I saw heightened mood and energy <rst also. Like they felt like Superman. 2nd shot - holy crap, they thought they were going to

die. But then 24 hours was up and they bounced back like Superman again. No booster - but I have watched the decline ever

since. Almost as if they can't get comfortable in their own bodies. Drinking excessively, making poor decisions. And - bonus,

now I'm watching these anger spells - my thinking is it's hit the pancreas and their blood sugar is no longer being regulated

correctly. I've seen this anger before in someone before being diagnosed with diabetes. It's so sad.

For my friend's mother - she was propelled into dementia. She was a brilliant lady with trading and numbers - and now she

barely recognizes her daughter. This is soul crushing. And of course there's my friend with not 2 aneurisms, not 4, now they've

counted 5 or 6. I asked her if they're growing?!! Who has that many aneurisms? Her life is hanging in the balance waiting for this

craniectomy - where they will remove part of her skull since they can't go in through an artery. My Lord, is anyone tallying up

what's going on with human beings since these blasted shots?
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET
Joined On 9/3/2021 4:31:02 PM
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My SIL has had a very similar experience and is now in the hospital with cognitive issues and extreme physical [organ]

problems. She never should have had 2 shots and one booster as she was already a person suffering many autoimmune

problems and had weak immune system. She seems basically demented now. No one will even consider the jab has having led

to this abrupt change.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My 87 year old healthy Father had two Moderna shots and an MF59 adjuvant [u shot. I noticed his cognitive function rapidly

declining. In February 2022, he was hospitalized with a blood clot to the brain. I attempted time after time to get his doctors to

perform a D-Dimer blood test to check for microscopic clots, to no avail. They know the blood clotting caused by these drugs,

so they refuse to test. After a week, and being told he was being prepared for discharge to home, I got a call from the hospital

that they were performing CPR with no response. I will go to my grave knowing and believing my Father died as a result of the

shots he was given.
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ScottPec
Joined On 5/23/2021 1:55:28 PM
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The big lie is the shot has a relative effectiveness of 95 percent and an absolute reduction of 1percent
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BrownKat
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I have worked at our local food pantry for nearly ten years. Throughout 2020 and half of 2021 I was on the frontline of the

drive-thru speaking and handing food to people who were perhaps a foot away. I was then pulled from that position because of

my unvaxxed status. I did ask the organizers if they were aware that the vaccines did not prevent disease nor transmission. I

continue to work behind the scenes with the food deliveries, and here is the kicker. Last shift I overheard one of my vaxxed

co-volunteers say that they don't know anyone who hasn't had covid at least two or three times which was agreed with by

another volunteer. And me with nary a snixe this whole time. Unbelievable!
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is this why P<zer wanted to hide its information for 75 years? Heck no! Consider this, this is what they were willing to show once

forced...What Is Behind All Those Blocked Out Text? The pages look like the ink blots used by psychologist. Being as Fraudci &

Company over four decades have gotten away with multiple falsely promoted as pandemics& vaccine campaigns after another, (&

those were under the old de<nitions,) did they believe they were just going to skate along through this too? Did they think no other

medical professionals would speak up for fear of Fraudci's iron grip on funding? Did they think no one outside their control systems

are smart enough to <gure out what is being shown? With this coming out of what is the <rst tentative steps of revelation, what else is

to come? More to the point, what is it they fear so much it is blocked out? Just saying.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Juststeve, just 4 you and everyone, a brief recount from you know who: "Trust" - - www.bitchute.com/.../RfYK9i7gtyZl
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks rrealrose! I love him so so much. I've let it run through videos after that - wow - just sitting listening to these clips - mind

is blown!  Steve - I don't get why WE allow this - they are OUR servants, they have bee hired by us - and we sit back and allow it.

It is seriously disturbing.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rrealrose, great link, the gut has been screaming we are not a fringe group and our numbers are not only larger than the

Parasite$ would like, but growing, paying closer attention & most important, realizing the dirtiness as bad as this Lockout &

Destroy the Competiton has been, is way beyond even all of that! Lovestosing, as things were once set up they were funded by

the citizens and while no doubt not perfect served the purpose as intended enough to put people asleep. Once the eyes were of

that ball, Fauci & others engaged in a system allowing Monopoly Big Pharma to sit in the cat bird seat & then Fauci used an iron

hand to keep thousands in line, and manipulated the press in early years, but now the press is a servant to the multiple

Monopoly Parasitic Predator$. It's system to work good on paper & would be the smartest way to go, If Not For the Problem of

Psychopaths', Sociopaths' & corruption impulses that seem to work there way into whatever people put together.
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dobdylsmudge
Joined On 5/17/2022 1:18:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’d have liked to see mentioned that the FDA get 45% of its funding from the pharma companies, important o think in the context of

this article.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even ex ohcials of chemical companies are in decision making positions at FDA, EPA. You do not bite the hand that feeds you.

If FDA, EPA says it is safe, I run away from it as fast as I can.
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Obviously, like every other pharmaceutical thugs-cartel, P<zer is at the frontline of using both monkeys and humans for so called

"testing" their deadly vaccines for at least 75 years, with catastrophically deadly results, which took the lives of probably at least 10-20

million people and thousands of monkeys. Masquerade of Crimes. And like every vaccine producing ma<a, P<zer is a money making

scheme ma<a. Criminals of the <rst kind.
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anormn
Joined On 7/29/2021 2:56:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If the World Economic Forum passes this pandemic treaty to give the World Health Organization SOVEREIGN POWER OVER ALL

COUNTRIES IN THE WORLD, thereby eliminating the U.S. Constitution, and the Constitutions of ALL COUNTRIES, they will be

able to force injections falsely called “vaccines” to murder or debilitate every human on the earth, and they will be able to lock

whomever they choose in the concentration camps that are being built all over the world, with Australia investing billions in the

construction of these “Quarantine camps (with each building having its own gas line running into it for easy extermination of the

humans inside), even though the “Covid pandemic” IS “OVER”.

Why are all these countries, including America, erecting prison camps reminiscent of Auschwitz? Today is the last day to submit

our objections to the proposed “pandemic treaty” giving sovereign dictatorial power over the whole world to the United Nations

and its World Health Organization, and the majority of the public have never even heard about it. Like it really matters what the

public says anyway, because they are going to kiII 95% of the 7.5 - 8 billion people in the world one way, or another, to bring in

their NW0 2030 sIave agenda. If they can’t inject us all with deadly bi0weapons, the coming govt created global famine will

eliminate a nice chunk of the world population, and there’s plenty more diabolical depopulation plans in addition to those.

I would not be surprised if they choose strategic nuking of certain areas of the world, including America. Yes, Americans have

guns, but the govt’s have the military power to utterly destroy any who resist, including 2A defending American patriots. We had

all better turn to our Creator, Jesus Christ, & receive Him as our Lord and Savior, because we want to go to His kingdom when

they, ultimately, kill the majority of mankind. Jesus Christ says if He doesn’t shorten the time of His return, no [esh will remain

alive, so man will be extinct.
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Jackieh1965
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Here in the UK a department connected to Oxford University is proposing that the unvaccinated should be charged extra taxes!  This is

despite more and more evidence coming out regarding vaccine harms. The absolute nerve of these people. It's not like Oxford

University hasn't got a vested interest in jabbing more arms. It's all closing in and despite being worried over the last few years about

the 'agenda' at hand, I am now extremely anxious and worried about what the future holds for us all. Those behind this agenda are

completely riding roughshod over us all and unless people Wake Up and Wake Up Quickly we are all doomed.
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mrrobb
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Obviously, Oxford University people are not very bright........I bet they all wear masks too ....to show off how really brilliant they

aren't.
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No amount of taxes will ever come from the vaxxed 40% who they say have died from Covid, so it is just a way of trying to

recoup losses.
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ttwdem
Joined On 3/27/2012 5:30:50 PM
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Speaking of viruses, I have enjoyed the discussions here in the comments section about the existence of SARS-CoV-2. For all of those

in the "viruses do not exist" camp, please enjoy this take-down of the theory of antibodies: "The Antibody Equation (1929): Antibodies

Were (and Still Are) Nothing More Than Theoretical Constructs"

truthcomestolight.com/the-antibody-equation-1929-antibodies-were-and-s..
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Thank you ttwdem. A clear reason that anti body tests are pointless just like the PCR.
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When I was younger, a whistleblower was someone proudly presented as news. Then we saw Assange and Anonymous publish clear

truths - and imprisoned as a result. Today, anyone with information that might be dangerous to the higher powers of corporations and

governments fears for their life. If important information does manage to become public - even after extensive research by recognized

researchers - it's simply ignored. Truth is forbidden.
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I know - it makes me so sad. Why isn't it recognized how much courage it takes for a whistleblower to come forth? Don't they

see what we do to them? I think this makes me sadder than anything.
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If the discussion is still about the jab and all the legal implications, then the point is lost. At this point,...Its about the WEF and what

actions this unelected authority organization is doing to take your personal freedoms to an even deeper level of robbery. WAKE UP !

 The legal actions are taking place,..lawsuits have already been <led,..wake up to the real blight,...your life is unhappy and you resent it

that way !
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Who has given WEF authority?
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If the World Health Organization passes that pandemic treaty, which they will vote on in the coming week, then all Constitutions will be

null and void once they declare another “pandemic”, and they will be able to hold Americans down and FORCIBLY INJECT POISON IN

THEM to kiII them. The World Economic Forum (WEF) is already advising senior citizens TO KILL THEMSELVES, because they have

“lived long enough, and they should care about the children and their future”. This is not a joke, and if you go to the UN site and view

their Agenda 21/30 goals, you’ll <nd a sweet little video <lled with senior citizens who appear to be in their 60’s or so, who say they

have “lived a good life”, and now they are going to end their life so the younger generations can have the world & its resources.

The ironic thing is, I don’t see Klaus Schwab taking his own advice, and that bald headed, wrinkled, *** has to be closing in on 100

years old. Why doesn’t he lead by example? And after he is gone, Bill Gates, Sleepy Joe, Pelosi, Fauci, and all the rest of the decrepit

oligarchs, like George Soros, can kiII themselves. When the last of their dead carcasses is 6 feet under the ground, the younger

generations really will have a chance at a better life, or just life, period, because the ones who want 95%, of the approximately 8 billion

people on earth, DEAD, will be dead themselves.

But those dem0ns disguised as humans that call themselves the “elite”, and our “rulers”, will never take their own advice, because they

are chicken sh*t cowards who know they are going to the Lake of <re for eternity. I have no con<dence that these mass murderers in

the pharmaceutical companies, and the govt’s of the world that support them, and the eviI dem0n possessed “elite”, will EVER receive

just punishment for their crimes in this world, but they will not escape the judgement of our Creator & Savior, Jesus Christ. He is the

only one who is going to save mankind from extinction. And Jesus is coming.SOON.
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Anormn—So well spoken!  Yes, so much evil! Have you recently listened to KSchwab advisor, Yuval Noah Harari — or however

you spell it? He wants to change humanity through transhumanism. Then, I read an article in the Epoch Times that at the WEF

they will be sampling and discussing psychedelic mushrooms.  Then as you say comes the WHO and their agenda. All this

going on while the “masses” are captivated by other strategic news to sideline them from truth! Absolutely disgusting!  We

everybody — Jesus Christ is your Savior, your protector. He is over you, under you, around you. Please, know Him, trust Him, and

love Him!
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AMEN!! I am ready!
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doggiemom
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I guess the big question is, is there any drug that is FDA approved that is not riddle with fraud during the trials?
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No.
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Listen to the tv commercials. We can contril symptoms of your disease, but will kill you with at least 4 others.
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tallulah3
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Add as Friend  Send Message

P<zer needs to be shut down permanently and all involved should be in prison
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The highly infected, immuno-compromised, vax romancers live among us. They think they're better than you, smarter than you, love
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The highly infected, immuno-compromised, vax romancers live among us. They think they're better than you, smarter than you, love

more than you. But they have one wheel in the ditch and the water is rising on them. I'll just stand back and watch.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/17/2022 9:10:25 AM
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even if covid, chemicals do not get them, they will soon be at each other's throats <ghting to see who will be one and only

supreme ruler of earth.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/17/2022 5:48:50 PM
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.ibtimes.com/fauci-says-hes-out-if-trump-2024-due-former-presidents..   I don't want Trump to run - I don't even know what I want

right now due to the state of the world. BUT - if Fauci is OUT if he runs - well..... then it's a no brainer.
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jca652041
Joined On 8/25/2014 12:54:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh please NO Trump!!! He rolled back so many environmental safeguards! Drill baby Drill up at ANWR. A lithium mine given the

initial go ahead in the beautiful wilderness of Eastern Oregon. Just to name a couple. Trump is beyond awful.
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har1272
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Add as Friend  Send Message

He also signed Operation Warp Speed.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Ya, I getcha guys - I didn't mean to turn this political. I don't want Trump to run because I don't want all that crap to go down

again and this country is already a laughing stock, the last thing I need is to see some witch ripping up papers and showing the

country just how fricken immature we are. Any leader of this country should be respected and prayed for and we should be

praying through as well because the sh*t is getting ready to hit the fan.
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Hotsocks
Joined On 7/9/2021 11:48:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Honestly speakingg, I think its because of 1,291 side effects including death listed in P<zer Vaccine report released March 1. This

proves they lied and withheld side-effect Data knowing the Shots WEREN'T SAFE. This also proves coercion  which are both illegal and

opens up all to LIABILITY FOR INJURY INCLUDING DEATH for Drugmakers. Glad I don't own Pharmaceutucal stock. The Hospital

Network is going to go BUST from all the lawsuits comming soon. Now they want Babies to get shots.
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pinklucygirl
Joined On 10/11/2007 5:25:43 AM
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themedicalrebel.com A Navy surgeon who speaks about how the jab is decimating our military.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

drtrozzi.org/2022/05/16/dr-trozzi-reiner-fuellmich-covid-investigative..  Dr. Reiner Fuellmich interviews Dr. Mark Raymond Trozzi

Thanks to my buddy, Bazooka, from western Canada for this one. Dr. Trozzi is fab, fab, fab!!!! I've just started watching this and Dr. T is

so Canadian! Love it!
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pat4life
Joined On 9/7/2006 10:27:05 PM
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Is this just blatant greed, or is there a more nefarious reason behind this fraud? Are the jabs INTENDED to maim and kill? Bill Gates is

on video more than once stating that vaccines would be used to reduce the world's population. In my opinion, none of the

self-proclaimed "elites" have been jabbed, despite their proclamations to the contrary. They KNOW what's in it and what it does!
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As to the jab, don't recall anyone saying they were stupid! They want the erth for their private playground and do not want us

commoners to clutter it up
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dividingcricker
Joined On 2/25/2012 10:40:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is a Jim Jones Cult ......drink that Kool Aid.......Does anyone remember a RNA Russia animal trial in the 1980s where all the tests

animals died ??????
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't - but I know the next decade's data - I don't know why the heck they think humans are immune to what this is going to do.
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zabm47
Joined On 3/26/2022 9:56:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One wonders how many trial sites there were? Brook Jackson was at one only. What about the other sites, were they perfect. The

image of P<zer is incredible. I wonder if there was an ohcial paper showing they changed the mg content from 100 to 30mg. Was this

due to 1233 patients dying in 3 months. Was 30mg change saved many patients and made the vaccine more safe but totally useless?
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capri6
Joined On 7/20/2011 6:14:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

URGENT! Dr. Mercola has written about the importance of stopping the WHO's pandemic treaty. The WHO is planning to quietly pass

the IHR amendments, which will give them global control over us. Please sign the petition in the link to stop these amendments, then

pass it along. There is no time to waste as the WHO is planning to pass these amendments through in their meeting May 22-28th.

drtrozzi.org/2022/05/13/stop-the-ihr-now-powerful-action-made-easy/
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jam9139
Joined On 11/5/2018 8:59:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So sorry about your mothers, my brother and his whole family took phizer, and I’m so worried about my nieces! They have no idea the

long term effects, even if they are <ne now. Another maddening thing is all the colleges, which have basically been one big experiment

control group on our kids. I have one son still in college and thankfully he would not get it. He was punished though and supposed to

get tested once a week, then went to 2. He only went a few times, then stopped going and they didn’t say anything so thankful for that

too, but he was probably only about 5-10% of campus who didn’t get it/ so scary for these kids who did not need it!
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billyt89
Joined On 6/9/2011 1:21:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Eucalyptus is an ANTIVIRAL.. as well as an antibiotic & antifungal. Australian indigenous people have a "smoking ceremony" at the

beginning of ANY group gathering. Eucalyptus leaves are made to smoke [in a container] & then everyone in the group must inhale.

This is a >tens of thousands of years< old tradition. I suck eucalyptus sweets when in a group & especially at airports, as Covid is an

airborne virus.
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jrh6690
Joined On 5/14/2017 8:42:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanx for another great article doc!
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Joined On 5/10/2007 4:23:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All cells may malfunction due to taking in a poison/gene change.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.rebelnews.com/.../world_economic_forum  Rebel News, Canada, is sending <ve reporters to Davos, Switzerland, to report on the

meeting of the World Economic Forum. Rebel is one of the very few news' sources we have that isn't funded by the federal

government. They do an excellent job. Trudeau keeps trying to shut them down.
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Joined On 5/17/2022 7:00:46 PM
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Video title Pizer fraud or not? Sites 1231 and 4444 16minutes 1+2+3+1= 7    4+4+4+4= 16 = 1+6= 7     16= 1+6= 7 All comes to

numerology 777 The 777 angel number is a very special number indeed. It's a sign that the universe is with you and is supporting you

on your spiritual path — especially when you may be doubting your chosen path. It also means that you are wise, and have been given

messages in your life to help others in their own life challenges
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6RobotE.
Joined On 11/23/2019 6:24:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everybody that has access to a book called The Real Tony Fauci by Robert Kennedy, Jr read it.. just pages 10 - 30.. read those pages

and get an insight to what is really going on. If everyone had taken Ivermectin and Hydroxychloroquine then would have never been

anything to worry about on a mass scale. The only concerns would have been for those who were immuno-compromised or elderly in

tight living quarters with other senior citizens. The overwhelming number of Medical Doctors, PhD's., and Research Fellows

WORLDWIDE with years of proven research, results based information, and people proven outcomes on the response of bacterial,

biological, viral, and fungal components of this Covid agent overwhelm Bill Gates and Anthony Fauci's "protocol" for Covid treatment.

Let alone their "never produced & proven" remedy(ies).. These same overwhelming number of medical professionals that have proven

early treatment with Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermectin works quite well for greater than 99.9% of the World's population have never

once mentioned that Gate's and Fauci's Remdesivir "drug" has any promise of a positive response for Covid treatment. And can

someone tell me what makes Gates any kind of medical expert? Maybe he holds a degree in proctology ? I don't know...
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Joined On 11/6/2021 10:27:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Too late for my dad who died in Fedruary. He could no longer control his legs but still was strong in upper body. Neighbor also has little

control of his legs after 6 months from jab.
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Joined On 3/26/2022 9:56:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With all that manipulation by P<zer, one wonders what would ModeRNA papers look like? Inspite of all of this, it seems evident, FDA

and CDC are part of it. Is it ever possible to clear this crime and corruption.? Meanwhile, Fauci and the bunch are awarded 35,000,000.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nullifying the WHO Power Grab  www.youtube.com/watch
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Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Raises suspicions of fraud"..."Questions to suspicion of fraud". Blah blah blah. ZERO accountability! Not ONE person or entity

remotely held accountable for all that has been allowed to be done to humanity. Day after day, month after month and now year after

year. Over 29 months in now to the greatest crimes against humanity ever seen in scale and yet not ONE person or entity even has a

drop of sweat on their brow. Considering the totality of lost life, maiming (which continues) and emotional-social stunting (especially

with children) its beyond words! De<nition of insanity is what again?
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow....dirty little secrets, dirty little lies are popping up like Dandelions in spring. Steve Kirsh is part Bloodhound part Pitbull. When he

gets a Bloodhound scent of the bad guys, He sinks his teeth in like a Pitbull.  He is really dedicated to the discovery of the scam/fraud!

Every info dump brings this closer to the giant cliff for pHARMA Vaxx corruption disclosure. If sunshine is the best disinfectant!  Man

let there be Light!
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rumble.com/v14mjyx-marcus-ray-and-his-forces-stand-to-free-canada.html  Marcus Ray and his Forces Stand to Free Canada.

Published 13 May, 2022. This is on Rumble (Jesse Hal). If this is going to happen this is unusual for Canadians and they're saying that

they have some support from the USA. We've treated the western provinces with contempt to say the least and I admire how they're

more proactive than we are in the east; Marcus Ray says he's in Calgary. Just my opinion, but Canadians don't usually overstate.

I made note when Marcus Ray states that someone will be coming to your town to tell you about this. He was in Ottawa with the

Freedom Convoy, but I didn't notice him at the time, to be honest. And I watched it in detail every day. Served Mayor Jim Watson and

the City of Ottawa Council members individually with Cease and Desist notices that can be used as evidence of when they broke the

law via no Bench Warrant for Search and Seizure of the Truckers' fuel supply.

I've also certi<ed transcripts of the two Police Chiefs while breaking the law in Ottawa and publicizing it on the Internet. The

observation is made that Australia and Canada were chosen (to be victimized - my interpretation), with Canada the tip of the spear.

(Shades of Alex Jones?!!) Both countries are members of the UK Commonwealth - the Queen's portrait hangs in courtrooms and it's

probably the same in Australia. The advice is stock up on food for mid-summer. But there's tons of creative writing projects about this

everywhere so that's not so unusual.

Time wise, the statement is that this will be over by September if we don't do this before then - whatever "this" is. The claim is that

ex-military, ex-police, ex-RCMP are involved and that it is a huge operation. They want no violence and it is to be totally peaceful. We

already know we're good at that... plus it was like a party on Parliament Hill when the Freedom Convoy was here regardless of -40C at

times.
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kev8395
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That's great news Retsbew, Fingers crossed he is right, for all our sakes.
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Brenda73
Joined On 6/11/2015 8:57:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for this!! I cried when he mentioned the real number of Canadians that are not vaccinated, not the number coming

from our lying PM!! I now know that there is hope and I am not alone!! Let's keep the line strong and <ght for our wonderful

country which we all love !!!
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Hi Brenda73 and Kev8395 Living in Canada is a challenge, but there are a lot of caring and determined people here. I also refuse

to sanction any negativity because it snuffs out motivation. Re-stating how horrifying something was or is, without a

counterpoint, is an exercise in futility. My parents were in WWII. They were both very active in defending Britain. My mother said,

the Canadians were much quieter, but they got the job done. My <rst reaction to this interview (URL below) was that it's extreme,

so do I endorse it? A particularly troubling aspect for me is that different courts are to be established and the moderator, Jesse

Hal, states at the end that "courts are corrupted." Well, they aren't all corrupt and what's your evidence?

I was an ohcial of the court (Court Reporter & Clerk of the Court), in several jurisdictions in southern Ontario. I can attest that

none of the judges I worked with were compromised and all the courts were properly administrated according to the law. Here's

the difference: I also worked in Ottawa and dealt with the courts here (10+ years) from the outside and there's de<nitely

something questionable going on in the courts here. After two years of telling them that a photocopy of a Marriage Certi<cate

allows for fraud to occur, they <nally started asking for originals or true copies.

But even then the counter staff did not particularly care, whereas in southern Ontario you couldn't get anything the slightest

improper past them. Our <nal courts of appeal are in Ottawa. Majority of the citizens in downtown Ottawa will be Trudeaus'

federal government, or City of Ottawa employees. Many of them lied about the effects of the Freedom Convoy; totally distraught

over nothing but a small inconvenience ampli<ed beyond belief. Ottawa belongs to all Canadians, like Washington, DC belongs

to all Americans. Let freedom prevail. rumble.com/v14mjyx-marcus-ray-and-his-forces-stand-to-free-canada.html
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rebvio1
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I think Steve Kirsch is credible but his use of the F-- word does not help his respectability.
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Joined On 11/27/2007 11:13:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No no no .... his use of the F--- word only ADDS to his credibility as a ""misinformation spreader" (actually as a truth-teller) who

is expressing himself on a censorship-free website (note, his platform even appearing now on the tentative, soon to be deleted

on this webpage is coming from Rumble)! The fact he is not blocked, not even for his foul language, is proof of this. By the way,

I too, have been shocked by some of my highly educated personal acquaintances, who will occasionally use the F-- word; it

seems to have been adopted as a way to shake normally complacent and often inattentive listeners into paying closer serious

attention for at least a minute or two.
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Joined On 6/19/2006 8:41:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I posted this but then after listening to it and the f word kept popping out of his mouth I stopped watching and deleted it from my post.
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Joined On 11/14/2021 1:59:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I apologize for reposting this.. But it's just too funny and real and i love it! www.bitchute.com/.../ZhFZIOppSDUJ   And we are in need of

a few laughs in this Crazy Crazy crazy world we are living in!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Why are we even discussing this? People just don't understand the "game"! www.bitchute.com/.../qhjNWjiz47tG
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Randy, here's a recent one for you and everyone: "Dr Robert Malone interviewed by Tucker Carlson" - -

www.bitchute.com/.../RJtClcAmrCPT  - its about 1-1/2 hrs long, warms up around 30 minutes in and keeps getting better,

including insights into how things were handled, nasty media reporters, and "do not engage" stories.
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Thanks, Rreal.
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Hi Randy, your link is excellent! Dr Judy dives into deep to explain what she believes we have been subjected to...still have

another hour to watch. Already 75k views on bitchute since May 6!
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Rreal; I enjoy listening to Judy. She tells it like it is, without lending any credibility to the covid hoax. Yes; there's a lot going on;

but a virus called "covid-19" attacking all of humanity - is not part of it! In over two years, I've seen absolutely no evidence of

some killer virus. Isn't science 'supposed' to be about the evidence? I'm not sick and the people around me aren't sick (unless

they were already sick). I call that evidence. I <gure that if some killer virus is coming to get me...it's not going to take it two

years to <nd me!
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R E V O L U T I O N.......R E V O L U T I O N.......R E V O L U T I O N.......R E V O L U T I O N.......R E V O L U T I O N.......
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en.wikipedia.org/.../List_of_revolutions_and_rebellions  look at the thousands of years of good old deep down ingrained HATE!!!!! :) &...

From MyMountain......!!!!! GOOD DAY !!!!!!
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yadayada....yes I LOVE to HATE governments and a lot more , like religions and politicians and TV and on and on.....:)
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yeah.....nothing like good old , deep down , ingrained "HATE"!!!!!!!!!!
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and I do HATE ..............rap.......and politicians......all religions.....chem-trails ......and LIARS and Thieves...I LOVE to Hate,.:)
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And it's quite obvious world governments HATES it citizens ..........they keep Irradiating you ........do nothing about its harmful

effects.... BUT PAY them Taxes...you 340 million USA brain-dead idiots....roll up dem sleeves for number 4............you

dumbies....lick my boots !!!!
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The Revolutionary War was a war unlike any other—one of ideas and ideals, that shaped “the course of human events.” With 165

principal engagements from 1775-1783, the Revolutionary War was the catalyst for American independence.

www.battle<elds.org/.../american-revolution-faqs
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yes......drag this supreme court out and hang them all....worthless useless money grubbing pukes. ...better yet start a REVOLUTION

!!!!!!!!!!!!YES......start dragging these pukes out and hang them...shoot them...stab them..beat em with a hammer..YES!!!!!!!!!!!  ....>>>>>  

www.youtube.com/watch?v=BGLGzRXY5Bw&ab_channel=TheBeatlesVEVO  YES..........
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YES!!!!!!!! all the EVILS of 'Da Jab" yes keeping millions off minds concentrating on the Vaccine 'BouncingBall" ..and millions spent

chasing research and investigations......yes..... Meantime, GoodOle 5G is 'Cooking Away' on billions of innocent people....slowly

destroying the population with RF Poisoning...Nobody can see or taste the pulsating RF Energy. Ya can't smell it...and only a few can

feel it.,but the few that feel it are TOLD "its psychological" or some other BS like "your just getting old" or "the Body changes with age"

or some other medical scam, so some 'Doctor' can write out a 'pre$cription' so you will 'feel normal' ...But all the time, 24/7, you and

billions more are silently being 'COOKED ALIVE'!!!!~ the FACTS are 5G is 'Directed Energy'..and Directed Energy is used in lasers and

communications and can cut thru rock and melt metals transfer electrical power from point 'A' to point 'B' and even take down building

and used by the military as DEW.....or Directed Energy WEAPONS....when ya really gonna WAKE UP ???

prolly never....too busy watching the BouncingBalls on TV.......or watching Judge Judy or some other meaningless trash......or

gaming..or texting or chatting about nothing......blab;lablab Meantime , I think I can smell something cooking........:)....kinda smell like

Bacon(People) Fry'n ....LOL....
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Did You know that People and PORK have nearly the same DNA...damn..people are , or could be used as Bacon......or Ham......or

PeopleChops........... Jesus.was that a Ambulance at the ButcherShop...?? and they were carrying 'IN' what?? ......carrying in a

stretcher with a body on it?? HolySh!t.....Hummmmm......... Next Day they have a 'Sale on Fresh Bacon' ............hummm..... Glad I

don't eat pork.......or a what??? BLT specials ? ........ahhhhhhh...No thanks.... is it SPAM in a can? .....or.......???? LOLOLOL........
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Did they commit fraud? I haven't even read the article yet, although I will, and I know the answer. Why else would you try to delay

releasing documents until long after you'll be dead? Kinda like, why would you make it as easy as possible to cheat in elections unless

you want to cheat? Duh.
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They are all probably guilty , guilty , guilty, but who is gonna do anything about it? ..they own the government and justice system

and lawyers and the military and cops......so who is gonna do anything??   But whats has me REALLY PISSSSEs ME  OFF is the
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and lawyers and the military and cops......so who is gonna do anything??   But whats has me REALLY PISSSSEs ME  OFF is the

slimy bas7ards doing these f&&king chemtrails .......I can't even get a decent Sun Tan..!!!!!!! And I love to get my usual no line

suntan.....
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM
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There are some indications justice may come after all.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/18/2022 9:46:39 AM
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mrrobb
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smartmeters and you   www.youtube.com/watch?v=N29AtA3VodU&ab_channel=infomatic<lms  thoughtful power

companies.....NOT!!!!!!!
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I have refused the vaccines’. I’m not antivaxx, I’ve had an armful of the things, <rst when I went to India in the mid 70s, and again

before going to Africa in the mid 90s (plus of course all the usual childhood ones). I’m a geneticist and, unsurprisingly, I'm pro-science.

The science (competent trials, reporting, etc.) is sadly lacking in these vaccines’. This situation will continue as long as the

perpetrators are only <ned, no matter how large the <ne. Some hard jail-time for the senior/managerial culprits would do more to

focus their minds than playing with numbers - which is really all the <nes are.
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